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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two describe the correct requirements for non-disruptive
IOS ISSU on Cisco Nexus 7000 Series Switches? (Choose two.)
A. clock synchronization
B. updated kickstart and system images must be staged in
bootflash on single-supervisor switches
C. updated kickstart and system images must be staged in
bootflash on dual-supervisor switches

D. low version skew
E. dual supervisors
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. If OSPF is running on this network,how
does Router 2handle traffic from Site B to 10.10.13/25 at Site
A?
A. It cannot send packets to 10.10.13 128/25
B. It sends packets out of interface Fa0/2 only.
C. It sends packets out of interface Fa0/1 only.
D. It load-balances traffic out of Fa0/1 and Fa0/2
Answer: A
Explanation:
Router2 does not have an entry for the subnet 10.10.13.128/25.
It only has an entry for
10.10.13.0/25, which ranges from 10.10.13.0 to 10.10.13.127.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Through a marketing campaign call list, an agent made a call to
a prospect, who expressed
interest.
Which transaction types can the agent use to capture the
prospect's interest?(Choose two)
A. Lead
B. Quotation
C. Activity
D. Opportunity
Answer: A,C
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